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Abstract

In meta-analysis based on continuous outcome, estimated means and

corresponding standard deviations from the selected studies are key inputs to

obtain a pooled estimate of the mean and its confidence interval. We often

encounter the situation that these quantities are not directly reported in the litera-

tures. Instead, other summary statistics are reported such as median, minimum,

maximum, quartiles, and study sample size. Based on available summary statistics,

we need to estimate estimates of mean and standard deviation for meta-analysis.

We developed an R Shiny code based on approximate Bayesian computation

(ABC), ABCMETA, to deal with this situation. In this article, we present an inter-

active and user-friendly R Shiny application for implementing the proposed

method (named ABCMETAapp). In ABCMETAapp, users can choose an underly-

ing outcome distribution other than the normal distribution when the distribution

of the outcome variable is skewed or heavy tailed. We show how to run

ABCMETAapp with examples. ABCMETAapp provides an R Shiny implementa-

tion. This method is more flexible than the existing analytical methods since esti-

mation can be based on five different distributions (Normal, Lognormal,

Exponential, Weibull, and Beta) for the outcome variable.
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Highlights
• ABCMETA is a web-based R shiny application for estimating mean and

standard deviation from reported summary statistics in the literatures.
• ABCMETA provides choice of underlying distribution, which make this

method flexible.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Meta-analysis seeks to systematically review, summarize,
integrate all pertinent evidence across published studies,
and provide a more reliable pooled estimate of the out-
come of interest. When we want to estimate the pooled
mean of a continuous outcome, the main inputs for this
analysis are estimated means and the corresponding stan-
dard deviations (or equivalently, variances) from the
selected studies. In meta-analysis, we often encounter
that some studies do not report sample means and sam-
ple standard deviations. Instead, other summary statistics
are reported such as confidence interval, median, mini-
mum value, maximum value, range or interquartile range
(IQR).

Three existing approaches for estimating study spe-
cific mean and standard deviation were widely used.
Hozo et al1 proposed a simple method for estimating the
sample mean and the sample standard deviation based
on minimum value, median, maximum value, and the
sample size from the published studies. Bland2 proposed
another method based on six reported quantities: mini-
mum value, first quartile, median, third quartile, maxi-
mum value, and the sample size. Wan et al3 proposed a
method covering above two situations for Hozo et al1 and
Bland2 and provided improved estimation method based
on median, first quartile, third quartile, and the sample
size. Since these three existing methods are easy to imple-
ment using Excel or R, their popularities are quite high.
According to citation numbers from Scopus website
(www.scopus.com), Hozo et al1 has 3610 citations as of
December 1, 2020. Bland2 and Wan et al3 have 56 and
1366 citations, respectively. Kwon and Reis4 proposed a
simulation-based approach using approximate Bayesian
computation (ABC), ABCMETA. They showed
ABCMETA produced more precise estimates of sample
mean and sample standard deviation as sample size
increases from the simulation study for the non-normal
underlying distributions compared to other existing
methods based on Hozo et al1 and Wan et al,3 since
ABCMETA provided smaller average relative errors
(AREs) across various sample sizes. One of the advan-
tages of ABCMETA over the other existing methods is
that ABCMETA allows estimation based on five distribu-
tions (Normal, Lognormal, Exponential, Weibull, and
Beta distributions) for the continuous outcome. Although
ABCMETA has advantages to estimate sample mean and
sample standard deviation compared to the existing
methods, its citation number is only 12 citations as of the
same date. One main reason for low utilization comes
from lack of implementation tool.

In the article, we present an interactive and user-
friendly R Shiny application5 for implementing the

proposed ABCMETA method (named ABCMETAapp). In
Methods, we describe briefly the ABCMETA method. We
describe the main functionalities of the Interactive R
Shiny Application ABCMETAapp. In Results, we show
examples illustrating how to implement ABCMETAapp.
Finally, in Discussion, advantages of ABCMETAapp are
shown and some future extension is discussed.

2 | METHODS

In a meta-analysis for estimating pooled mean and
corresponding 95% confidence interval, inputs are sample
means and sample standard deviations for the selected
studies. When we do not have these quantities for some
published studies, we need to estimate those using
reported summary statistics in those publications. Kwon
and Reis4 proposed ABCMETA to estimate sample mean
and sample standard deviation. In this section, we sum-
marize briefly ABCMETA.

ABCMETA uses same sets of summary statistics like in
Hozo et al,1 Bland,2 and Wan et al.3 These are minimum
value, first quartile, median, third quartile, maximum
value, and the sample size. The ABCMETAapp allows us
to enter inputs for three potential situations according to
the available summary statistics in a selected study. The
first situation indicates that four reported quantities are
available (minimum value, median, maximum value, and
sample size). The second situation indicates additionally
having estimates of the first and third quartiles along with
minimum value, median, maximum value, and sample
size. The third situation indicates that median, first quar-
tile, third quartile, and sample size are available.

2.1 | ABCMETA: Simulation-based
method via approximate Bayesian
computation

Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) is an appro-
priate method to estimate sample means and sample
standard deviations using other reported summary statis-
tics. For statistical inference for sample mean and sample
standard deviation, we cannot evaluate likelihood func-
tion since we do not have all data points. Using ABC
approach, the likelihood function can be replaced by a
comparison of summary statistics from the observed data
and those from simulated data using a distance measure.
The ABC method was introduced by Tavaré et al6 using a
simple rejection approach to avoid having to compute the
likelihood function using a simulated data from a specific
distribution. Beaumont,7 and Marin et al8 provide more
detailed description of ABC method.
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Kwon and Reis4 proposed ABCMETA to estimate sam-
ple mean and standard deviation using available summary
statistics. Figure 1 describes steps of ABC method, which is
used in ABCMETA. The first step is to generate a set of can-
didate values for parameters, θ*, from a specific prior distri-
bution, p(θ). The second step is to generate pseudo data,
D*, from the probability distribution, f(θ*). The third step is
to calculate summary statistics based on pseudo data, D*. In
this step, we also obtain sample mean and sample standard
deviation from pseudo data, D*. The fourth step is to decide
whether θ* are accepted or not. This decision is based on
the distance between observed summary statistics, Sobs, and
those of simulated data, Ŝ , that is, ρ Sobs, Ŝ

� �
, where

ρ •,•ð Þ denotes a distance measure. The Euclidean dis-
tance is used in ABCMETA. If a distance between Sobs
and Ŝ is smaller than a prespecified tolerance value, ε, (i.
e., ρ Sobs, Ŝ

� �
< ε) then θ* is accepted, otherwise it is

rejected. At the same time, if θ* is accepted, calculated
sample mean and sample standard deviation from pseudo
data, D*, are also accepted. Steps 1–4 are repeated many
times (e.g., 100,000 repeats) to obtain enough number of
θ*, sample mean, and sample standard deviation. The
basic idea of ABC is that a good approximation of the
posterior distribution can be obtained using summary
statistics and a small tolerance value, ε, when likelihood
function evaluation is infeasible due to absence of raw
data or very expensive in computational cost. This
approximation is represented in the form of posterior,
p θjρ Sobs, Ŝ

� �
< ε

� �
. However, when we implement ABC

method, it is difficult to decide appropriate tolerance
value, ε, since it depends on unit of data. Instead of set-
ting small value for ε, in our ABCMETAapp, we set the
acceptance percentage. For example, acceptance percent-
age of 0.1% and 100,000 repeats mean that we retain 100

θ*'s corresponding to the top 0.1% shortest distances. Our
recommendation for the acceptance percentage is 0.1%.
However, a user can choose his/her own value such as
0.01% or 0.05% with much larger number of repeats.

In our ABCMETAapp, the first step is to choose one
distribution among five underlying distributions of the
continuous outcome to be used for generating pseudo data.
The choice of underlying distribution is driven in part by
whether the continuous variable is a bounded or
unbounded. Typical example of bounded variable is some
score of health-related quality of life (HRQoL) such as the
University of Washington Quality of Life Questionnaire
(UW-QOL) score ranging from 0 to 100, and a pain inten-
sity score from a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) ranging
from 0 to 10. For a bounded outcome, the user of
ABCMETAapp should choose as underlying distribution a
beta distribution. Since user provides lower limit and
upper limit for the continuous outcome, ABCMETAapp
internally rescales the actual variable range to unit interval
([0, 1]) and report estimates of sample mean and standard
deviation in original scale. For unbounded variable, we
suggest to choose one from following four different distri-
butions: normal distribution, log-normal distribution,
exponential distribution, and Weibull distribution. If the
continuous outcome can have a value between �∞ and
∞, the natural choice for underlying distribution is the
normal distribution (e.g., absolute differences [change]
from baseline). If the outcome can have only non-negative
values then we can consider lognormal, exponential, or
Weibull distribution (e.g., pollutant concentrations in air).
After deciding an underlying distribution, prior distribu-
tions for parameters are determined by corresponding cho-
sen distribution in the previous step. If normal or log-
normal distribution is chosen, location and scale parame-
ters, μ and σ, are needed to specify. For Weibull distribu-
tion, shape and scale parameters are needed. For beta
distribution, two shape parameters are needed. Usual
choice of the priors is uniform distribution with relative
wide range in ABC method. When a chosen distribution
belong to location-scale family such as normal and log-
normal distributions, we can use an educated guess for
location parameter, μ. Instead of uniform distribution with
wide range, we can use given descriptive statistics such as
minimum value (first quartile if it is available) for lower
bound and maximum value (third quartile if it is available)
for upper bound of uniform distribution. Other prior distri-
butions for shape and scale parameters are uniform
between zero and some large number to represent mini-
mally informative priors. Table 1 shows recommended
prior setting for each chosen underlying distribution.
Rationale for suggested values in Table 1 are as follows:
For normal and log-normal distribution, maximum value
of σ (50 for normal and 10 for lognormal) provide huge

FIGURE 1 Generic ABC steps [Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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variance to represent non-informative prior. Same for
exponential and Weibull distribution can be achieved from
maximum number (40 or 50) for shape and scale parame-
ters. For beta distribution, range of (0,40) for both shape
and scale parameters can describe various shape of beta
distribution. The estimates of mean and standard deviation
from ABCMETAapp are obtained based on means of
accepted values for mean and standard deviation.

2.2 | Interactive R Shiny Application
(ABCMETAapp)

ABCMETAapp is an R shiny program to implement
ABCMETA approach. For implementation, two R packages
are needed: “shiny” and “shinyjs.” R code is available in
supplemental materials (Data S1) and from GitHub at
https://github.com/DeukwooKwon/ABCMETAapp.

There are five steps to run ABCMETAapp in order to
obtain the estimated mean and standard deviation. These
are as follows:

1. Data input: Available summary statistics and sample
size should be entered by the user. Input boxes are
shown according to the chosen scenario of available
summary statistics.

2. Selection of the underlying distribution: User chooses
one distribution among five candidate distributions
(Normal, Log-normal, Exponential, Weibull and Beta
distributions).

3. Determination of upper limit values for prior distribu-
tions: Default upper limit values for prior distributions
for parameters of the underlying distribution are shown
in Table 1. The values can be change by the user.

4. Total number of simulation and acceptance percent-
age: default number of simulation and acceptance per-
centage are 50,000 and 0.1%. These values can be
change by the user.

5. Run application: When user clicks “Run ABCMETA”
button, progress bar is displayed and estimates of sam-
ple mean and sample standard deviation are shown at
bottom right position.

In Figure 2, we show the three input situations according
to available summary statistics. Figure 2 (left) is for the sit-
uation that minimum value, median, maximum value,
and sample size are available. Figure 2 (middle) is for the sit-
uation that median, first quartile, third quartile, and sample
size are available. Figure 2 (right) is for the situation that the
first and third quartiles along with minimum value, median,
maximum value, and sample size. In Figure 3, we show the
five underlying distributions and corresponding prior setting
along with distribution selection. Users can change upper
limit values for priors if necessary. The number of simula-
tion for ABCMETA and acceptance percentage should be
specified. Default values are automatically shown but users
can change those values.

2.3 | Distribution selection feature in
ABCMETAapp

When user wants to do selection for underlying distribu-
tion, ABCMETAapp provides estimates for mean and
standard deviation from the distribution with highest
selection probability. In this feature, we use default
values for priors of parameters in Table 1. The distribu-
tion selection feature can be implemented by clicking
combo box for “Distribution Selection.” ABCMETAapp
gives chosen underlying distribution and selection proba-
bility for that distribution as well as estimates of mean
and standard deviation. Calculation for selection proba-
bility can be found in Kwon and Reis.4

We conduct sensitivity analysis to choose underlying
distribution from suggested candidate distributions. In
the sensitivity analysis, we choose one distribution as a

TABLE 1 Default priors for ABCMETA

Distribution Parameter 1 Prior distribution for parameter 1 Parameter 2 Prior for parameter 2

Normal (S1) μ Uniform (Xmin, Xmax) σ Uniform (0,50)

Normal (S2) μ Uniform (XQ1, XQ3) σ Uniform (0,50)

Normal (S3) μ Uniform (XQ1, XQ3) σ Uniform (0,50)

Log-normal (S1) μ Uniform (log(Xmin), log(Xmax)) σ Uniform (0,10)

Log-normal (S2) μ Uniform (log(XQ1), log(XQ3)) σ Uniform (0,10)

Log-normal (S3) μ Uniform (log(XQ1), log(XQ3)) σ Uniform (0,10)

Exponential λ Uniform (0,40) - -

Beta α Uniform (0,40) β Uniform (0,40)

Weibull λ Uniform (0,50) κ Uniform (0,50)
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true underlying distribution and calculate selection prob-
abilities for candidate distributions across several differ-
ent sample sizes from 10 to 600 with 200 repetitions. We
assume four reported quantities: sample size, minimum
value, median, and maximum value. Figure 4 shows
average selection probability for each true underlying

distribution. When true underlying distributions are nor-
mal and exponential distributions, then selection proba-
bilities are larger than 0.5 for all sample sizes. For
lognormal and Weibull distributions, other distributions
are chosen in small sample sizes. However, as sample
size increases, selection probability for true underlying

FIGURE 2 Three potential situations for ABCMETAapp

FIGURE 3 Parameter and running setup for ABCMETAapp for each underlying distribution
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distribution increases above 0.5. This pattern comes from
shape of these two distributions since those have moder-
ately skewed. In small sample size, available summary
quantities are not sufficient to distinguish them from the
normal distribution.

3 | RESULTS

We demonstrated ABCMETAapp with four hypothetical
examples. We used sample size is 500 for all examples.
The first example was that we have median, the first
quartile, and third quartile for difference (first
quartile = �1.4 median = �0.2, third quartile = 0.95).
Difference of 1.2 between first quartile and median is
similar to difference of 1.15 between median and third
quartile. Hence we chose normal distribution as underly-
ing distribution. We obtained estimates of mean and
standard deviation with 50,000 iterations and 0.1% accep-
tance percentage: mean = �0.225 and SD = 1.744. We
also conducted sensitivity analysis in terms of the num-
ber of iterations in ABCMETAapp. With 100,000 and
500,000 iterations we had mean = �0.22 and SD = 1.745;
and mean = �0.223 and SD = 1.750, respectively.

The second example is hypothetical HRQoL score
which has range between 0 and 100. We have the follow-
ing summary statistics (minimum value = 2.7,

median = 72.5, maximum value = 99.9). Since nature of
data is bounded, beta distribution was chosen as the
underlying distribution. In ABCMETAapp, summary sta-
tistics values are converted to range of (0, 1) from original
ranges using (summary statistic value – minimum value
of range)/(maximum value of range-minimum value of
range). After running, results are converted back to origi-
nal scale. For this example, we ran 100,000 iterations and
0.1% acceptance percentage. Estimated mean and SD
were 67.42 and 22.55.

The third example is the situation that summary sta-
tistics show some asymmetry. First we generate a random
sample of 500 observations from a log-normal distribu-
tion with μ = 1.5 and σ = 0.5. These parameter values of
log-normal distribution give us true mean = 5.15 and
SD = 2.9. In the sample, we obtained three summary sta-
tistics (minimum value = 0.82, median = 4.44, maximum
value = 22.15). We can choose one of three distributions
(Lognormal, exponential, and Weibull distributions). We
ran ABCMETAapp using “Distribution Selection” feature
with 100,000 iterations and 0.1% acceptance percentage.
The selection probabilities for the above distributions are
calculated by number of a chosen distribution divided by
total number of accepted iterations. For example, if
15 iterations come from exponential distribution among
100 accepted iterations (=100,000 � 0.001), then selec-
tion probability of exponential distribution is 0.15. The

FIGURE 4 Sensitivity analysis for selection probability [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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selection probability of log-normal distribution was 0.66
and estimates of mean and SD from log-normal distribu-
tion were 4.932 and 2.95, respectively.

In the last example, we consider the situation that the
summary statistics show some asymmetry with one or
more summary statistics being a negative value. Obviously
three distributions used in the previous example have non-
negative support. Although normal distribution does not
have issue about support, it cannot deal with asymmetry.
For this situation, we have as an ad-hoc solution the addi-
tion of a constant c such that the available summary statis-
tics become all positive. We can use invariance of location
shift in standard deviation estimation. In other words, the
addition of a constant does not change the estimate of stan-
dard deviation. For mean estimate, we obtain mean esti-
mate by subtracting constant value c from output of
ABCMETAapp. For example, suppose we have the follow-
ing summary statistics minimum value = �9.65,
median = �5.59, and maximum value = 39.25. To make
all values positive, we can add 10 to all summary statistics.
Then new summary statistics, after adding the constant 10,
are minimum value = 0.35, median = 4.41, and maximum
value = 49.25. Based on the new summary statistics, the
estimates of mean and SD from ABCMETAapp were 6.67
and 6.84 from exponential distribution, respectively. The
correct mean estimate, �3.33, is obtained by subtracting 10
from the estimated mean 6.67 of ABCMETAapp.

4 | DISCUSSION

Kwon and Reis4 showed ABCMETA performs well in
modest and large sample sizes. This method can handle
skewed or heavy tailed distributions through distribution
selection unlike Hozo et al,1 Bland,2 and Wan et al.3 How-
ever, these three methods have been used widely due to
easy implementation. This article provides an implementa-
tion tool for ABCMETA to obtain estimates of mean and
standard deviation. ABCMETAapp makes Kwon and Reis4

method publicly available. Many researchers can perform
estimation of sample mean and sample standard deviation
using methods described in this article to assess sensitivity
of their results. The current implementation of
ABCMETAapp is based on simple rejection method. We
plan to implement other advanced approaches in ABC
such as sequential Monte Carlo (ABC-SMC; Toni et al9) to
obtain more precise estimates of sample mean and sample
standard deviation compared to simple rejection approach
in ABC since SMC has better operating characteristics in
terms of good convergence.
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